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Grand’Cour Blanc

As a young adult, Jean-Pierre Pellegrin studied archeology but returned 
to Peissy to take over his family’s vineyards just a few years shy of  his 
30th birthday. With his return Jean-Pierre began the transition of  the 
property from that of  grape grower, to a full-fledgged domaine. In 
the process he has expanded his family’s holdings, renovated old sites 
and planted new grape varieties on the gentle slopes surrounding his 
hometown. Domaine Grand’Cour is located in AOC Geneva and entirely 
within Mandement – the largest sub-zone of  the appellation located on 
the right (northwest) bank of  the Rhône river. The soils of  AOC Geneva 
were formed by a repeated cycle of  glaciation, lake sedimentation and 
glacial flooding. The bedrock of  much of  the region is Jurassic limestone 
of  a similar type and age to that found in the Jura and Côte d’Or but 
covered by a layer of  rocky molasse and sedimentary soils. 

Farming at Domaine Grand’Cour is non-interventionist. Natural products 
are used to treat the vines and soils. Weeding and mowing between the 
rows is performed rather than disturbing the top soils, as this encourages 
better root development of  the vines. The vineyards are worked by hand 
including harvest – a lengthy process conducted in several passes for 
each site and variety. All these efforts ensure that only healthy and evenly 
ripe clusters reach the cellar which is fitted with tronconic stainless steel 
fermenters, enamel-lined tanks, amphorae, and various sizes and ages of  
French oak barrels. While it seems clichéd to compare a Swiss vigneron 
to a watchmaker, it is in fact Jean-Pierre’s nickname as he carefully selects 
different aging vessels for each variety and parcel.

Grand’Cour Blanc represents what Jean-Pierre Pellegrin feels is his most 
complex and age-worthy white wine. Featuring three aromatic varieties – 
Riesling, Kerner & Sauvignon Blanc – it is a powerful and complex blend 
that can be appreciated in its youth but also rewards cellaring.

Switzerland

Geneva

Riesling, Kerner, Sauvignon Blanc

10-40

Glacial molasse over Jurassic limestone

Sustainable with organic practices

450 meters

Hand harvested, whole cluster pressing, 
natural yeast fermentation in concrete

6 months in concrete tank


